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Rondine Cittadella della Pace, in Tuscany, is a village that overlooks the banks of the River Arno.

A village In Tuscany,
an international
hall of residence
with a world inside
The Association Rondine is based in Tuscany, Italy, just a few kilometres from the
town of Arezzo, in a medieval village that is home to an International Hall of
Residence where young people from countries in conﬂict learn to live together
with their enemies and discover dialogue, reaching beyond the concept of
enemy. The young Rondine students arrive in Italy from their home countries (the
Balkans, Eastern Europe and North Caucasus, the Middle East and Sub Saharan
Africa), after a careful selection process based on academic, psychological and
attitudinal criteria. They attend undergraduate and postgraduate courses at
Italian universities and at the end of the program, they return to their home
countries having received top level training and acquired new awareness to work
for dialogue and reconciliation and initiate change.

A working organization,
365 days
a year
Rondine is, above all, a voluntary organization, made up of a
Board of Directors, a body of staﬀ and a group of volunteers.
The members of the Board of Directors are established
professionals from the worlds of culture, diplomacy and
business. The staﬀ, on the other hand, are trainers, international relations and communication experts, project managers,
fundraisers and administrative, kitchen and service personnel. For 365 days a year, the staﬀ of the Association contributes to making Rondine a welcoming, possible and tangible
experience. Volunteers also provide key support to help
Rondine and its students on special occasions, as well as in
their small day-to-day needs.
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Rondine students come from thirty countries around the world.
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bringing with them the values of the possible co-existence between enemy
peoples. They develop their skills through both the projects they are
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involved in at home and those that they set up while at Rondine, as well as
within their ongoing professional careers. During the program, they build
up contacts that will help them establish themselves professionally and
allow them to continue disseminating Rondine's message when they return
home. The Rondine alumni network, known as the “Lega delle Rondini
d’Oro, is a form of concrete support for the fulﬁlment of their aspirations.
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Humanities
24%
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21% International Relations
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Legge e Scienze Politiche
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Private Enterprises,
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52%

School and University
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WORK
PLACEMENT
Institutional
15%

Associations
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Israeli

Tony,

from Sierra Leone

Agharahim,

from Azerbāijān

For Naomi, military service was

Tony saw his father die, killed by the

He lives in Baku and he was born

the event that changed her life

soldiers of an opposing tribe during

on the same day that Armenian

forever. "Now I am convinced

the civil war in Sierra Leone, when

and Russian troops invaded

that war is never a solution! I

he was just eight years old. Today,

Azerbaijan. "For years State

chose to come to Rondine so

he is able to smile once more

propaganda propagated

that I could come face to face

because he has managed to

contempt against the Armenians.

with the enemy that everyone

overcome hatred and the desire for

I never believed in it and I looked

was talking about to me. None

vengeance. Not only that, Tony has

forward to meeting one of them

of us can meet a Palestinian in

decided to commit himself to

to see if he was diﬀerent from me.

Israel and understand what

ensuring that what happened to him

When that meeting took place, it

he/she thinks or wants. A wall

cannot happen to anyone else: "I

changed me and I realised that I

and a history of hatred and

want to come back to my homeland

had to do something so that what

resentment separates us. How

and work for the resolution of the

I saw, other could people see too

can you make peace with

conﬂict. I study banking and I

". When he was a university

somebody you do not know?

believe that by improving the laws

student, he became a leader of a

Being able to exchange

that govern the economy, the

social protest movement

opinions made me realise how

country can change deeply. That's

committed to ﬁghting propagan-

similar we are. Ultimately, we

why I decided to study this subject".

da and changing the mentality in

all want to be able to live in

Meanwhile, every Saturday, a radio

his country through peaceful

peace. Today, I believe that we

program connects him with his

demonstrations. Today, he is a

can live together and build a

Sierra Leonean friends all over the

famous rapper in Azerbaijan and

new future, a new History that

world, through which they try to

continues to disseminate his

belongs to us both".

spread their message of peace.

message through music.
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Rondine’s relationship
with universities
Universities are directly involved in Rondine's projects: the students of the
International Hall of Residence are selected from their universities of origin
and admitted to Masters and Degree Courses at Italian universities. Universities are the means for disseminating information on the Rondine project,
both in the countries of origin of selected students, and in Italy and Europe,
with the intent of building up a new culture of peace. Rondine’s experience in
carrying out inter-university projects over the years represents a systematic
exchange between Rondine and the university world, establishing solid
relationships with diﬀerent universities from all over the world. Relations with
individual teachers in diverse disciplines from foreign universities allow
Rondine to remain involved in the cultural debates that take place in
Rondine’s partner countries regarding conﬂict transformation processes.
Rectors and professors in relevant subjects are constantly involved in the
activities of the Cittadella. Individual meetings and special lessons with
Rondine students or symposia and international conferences are organized
over the year on topics of international political relevance, from peace studies
to the management and resolution of conﬂicts and interreligious dialogue. In
the same way, Italian professors and researchers collaborate with Rondine as
teachers on the internal training program, participants in the cultural
initiatives of the Association, and as researchers that study Rondine as an
original experience of intercultural dialogue and conﬂict transformation.

Rondine
and universities in the world
Italian universities
that collaborate with Rondine

The main foreign universities
that collaborate with Rondine

University of l’Aquila

- University of Sarajevo, Bosnia Herzegovina

University of Catania
University of Florence
University of Milan ‘Luigi Bocconi’
Catholic University of Sacro Cuore - Milan
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
University of Naples ‘Federico II’
University of Pavia
University of Perugia
Foreingners’ University of Perugia
University of Pisa
University of Sant'Anna - Pisa
University of Rome ‘LUISS - Guido Carli’
University of Rome ‘Roma Tre’

- Université Galatasaray de Istanbul, Turkey

- University of Tuzla, Bosnia Herzegovina

- Un. of Jordan, Faculty of Int. Aﬀairs, Jordan

- University of Pristine, Kossovo

- Baku State University, Azerbaijan

- American University in Kossovo

- Azerbaijan Un. of Languages, Baku, Azerbaijan

- Intern. Business College, Mitrovica, Kossovo

- Ilia Chavchavadze State University, Tbilisi, Georgia

- Union of Faculties of South Eastern Europe,
Novi Sad, Serbia
- University of Belgrade, Serbia

- Tbilisi State University, Georgia
- Abkhazian State University, Abkhazia, Georgia
- Yerevan State Ling. Univ. after Valery Brusov, Armenia

- Cairo University, Egypt

- Yerevan State University, Armenia

- Al-Azhar University, Egypt

- Ingush State University, Inguscetia, Russian Federation

- Tunis University, Tunisia

- Chechen State University, Cecenia, Russian Federation

- The High Institute of Human Sc. of Tunis, Tunisia

- Moscow State University, Russian Federation
- North Ossetian State University,

University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’

- Université Saint Esprit de Kaslik, Beirut, Lebanon

University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’

- Notre Dame University, Beirut, Lebanon

University of Siena

- Arab American University, Beirut, Lebanon

- Southern Federal Univ., Rostov on Don, Russian Fed.

- Bethlehem University, Palestine

- University of Dayton, Usa

- Birzeit University, Palestine

- Rochester University, Inst. for Non Violence, Usa

Foreigners’ University of Siena
University of Torino
University of Trento

Vladikavkaz, Ossetia, Russian Federation

- University of Haifa, Israel

- Makeni Univ., Dep. of Peace - Conﬂict St., Sierra Leone

University of Urbino ‘Carlo Bo’

- Tel Aviv University, Israel

- University of Khartoum, Sudan

University of Venezia ‘Ca’ Foscari’

- Ben Gurion University, Israel

- Zayed University, United Arab Emirates

University of Udine
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PROJECTS

Intercultural
and interreligious
dialogue

Collaboration with young people
from ortodox churches
and interreligious initiatives
Every year, Rondine oﬀers its training program in dialogue to young theologians coming

Since 1997, Rondine's Hall of Residence has

from Orthodox Churches in Eastern Europe, Africa and Asia. Thanks to collaboration with

hosted young people and high-ranking

the Pontiﬁcal Council for the Unity of Christians, the young scholarship holders of the

personalities from diﬀerent cultures and

Catholic Committee for Cultural Collaboration with Orthodox Churches take part in the

religions around world at the Cittadella. The

activities of Rondine’s International Hall of Residence. They attend the School of Italian

daily co-existence of these diﬀerences has

language and culture as preparation for their academic research in theological subjects

developed, over the years, a special alchemy

at the Pontiﬁcal Universities in Rome. The Hall of Residence is thus enriched by a

that has helped to realise meetings and projects

religious culture ready to compare itself with the diﬀerent faiths of the young guests of

that involve participants of diﬀerent origins.

Rondine. Interreligious and ecumenical prayers and initiatives are promoted so as to

Those arriving at Rondine witness peaceful

encourage cultural exchange between the diﬀerent faiths represented at the Cittadella.

coexistence between people whose identities

During their stay at Rondine, the group of theologians enjoys cultural visits in the

are frequently diﬀerent and sometimes hostile.

Tuscany and beneﬁts from the multicultural and interreligious environment of the

They are stimulated by this positive example in

Cittadella della Pace with its young students from areas of conﬂict and diverse cultures.

ﬁnding trust and motivation to participate in

They take part in the activities and initiatives of the Association Rondine that focus on

residential programs for intercultural and

dialogue and peace issues. Furthermore, every year the Association organizes meetings

interreligious dialogue.

and conferences on interreligious dialogue that are attended by high ranking leaders
representing the diﬀerent religions, scholars and experts in the ﬁeld.

Christian and Muslims together for Peace, Arezzo.
The event was set up by Rondine with the attendance of Islamic,
Catholic and Orthodox religious authorities.

Some young theologians of the Catholic Committee
for Cultural Cooperation with Churches
Orthodox, from Eastern Europe, Africa and Asia,
during an oﬃcial meeting.

Youth Exchanges
In the framework of the Youth in Action program ﬁnanced by the
European Commission’s DG Education and Culture, each summer since
2010 Rondine has carried out international youth exchanges and two
week intercultural summer camps. The camps were intended for
around thirty young people between 14 and 18 years old coming from
diﬀerent geographical areas: the Middle East (Israel, Palestine), extra
EU (Turkey, Bosnia) and Europe (Italy and France). The exchanges
focused on intercultural and interreligious dialogue and intended to
promote youth mobility, peaceful dialogue and co-existence and the
knowledge of other cultures and religions among the young participants, through training and discussion. Training was alternated with
workshops, work groups and seminars, as well as fun-creative time,
trips, excursions and sport. The participants then learnt under diﬀerent
formats, in multiple contexts and in diﬀerent moments the importance
of living together and promoting multiculturalism, while having fun,
being trained and opening up to new perspectives and ways of
thinking. All this was enriched by the presence of the young students of
the International Hall of Residence and by a location such as the
Cittadella della Pace, surrounded by the green Tuscan hills.

One of the several group activities of the projects
carried out in the open air with the coordination
of Rondine's training team and the attendance of young
people from diﬀerent countries around the world.
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The Lega delle Rondini d'Oro carries out its activities with
the contribution of the Fondation Assistance Internationale - FAI
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With the “Lega
delle Rondini d’Oro”
the journey continues
The “Lega delle Rondini d'Oro” aims to allow former
students to remain in contact with one another and
with the Association even when they return to their
home countries, thus maintaining the sense of
belonging established at Rondine. These young people
demonstrate the results of the Rondine training
program, bringing human and spiritual change to their
families, professional and social contexts and continuing to spread the seeds of dialogue and coexistence
acquired during their experience in Italy. Active
friendship grows between them, created during the
years spent at the International Hall of Residence. The
purpose of the “Lega delle Rondini d'Oro” is to avoid
losing this heritage by promoting relations between and
with the young people who complete their training
program at Rondine through collaboration in initiatives,
events and international cooperation projects aimed to
spread Rondine's mission worldwide. The Lega has its
Articles of Association, a Board of Directors with a
Chairman, elected every three years and is, today,
coordinated by the Association Rondine in constant
contact with the regional coordinators in Russia, South
Caucasus, the Middle East, the Balkans and Africa.

Rondini d'Oro during a meeting in the Parliament Group Room
at the Chamber of Deputies in Rome.
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